Social Media Posts

Over the course of the Action phase, share the following posts with community leaders to enjoy and share with their private and public networks. Digital files can be found on the electronic version of SASA! Together.

Thanks, GBV Prevention Network!

Many of the visual posts used in SASA! Together were produced by the GBV Prevention Network, a vibrant network of activists and organizations coordinated by Raising Voices working to prevent and respond to violence against women. Learn more at http://preventgbvafrica.org.

Text to Post:

What would you like to see become normal in your community?
Non-violence, peace, equality?
Use your power to create change.
#SASATogether

Text to Post:

Social norms are our assumptions about what other people do and think is right.
LISTEN to your VALUES and do what YOU think is right.
#SASATogether

Text to Post:

Being an Activist

When you decide to be an activist, you begin to look at the world differently, noticing the injustices you want to eliminate, as well as beauty you want to celebrate.
#SASATogether
Text to Post: What are you passionate about? Speak it. Share it. You have the power.

#SASATogether

Text to Post: Activism is a lifestyle sustained by a commitment to justice that runs LONG and DEEP.

#SASATogether

Text to Post: There are as many ways to be an activist as there are people and as many times to be one as moments in a day. Start now with personal and collective activism.

#SASATogether

Text to Post: What change do you want to see in your own life? How can you get support to make that change?

#SASATogether

Text to Post: Together, we are stronger. We are happier. We are powerful. Community activists use their power to bring people together.

#SASATogether

Text to Post: As leaders for the prevention of violence against women, we are acting for change in the lives of others, as well as our own.

#SASATogether

Text to Post: Our words matter; use them to demonstrate non-violence to all.

#SASATogether
The power to act lives within each of us. How will you use your power positively today? #SASATogether

Change can only come about through us. Each of us can work to create the world we wish to see. Start now. #SASATogether

How are you living? Learning? Changing? Share your story! #SASATogether

What can YOU do to change the world?

Live
Learn
Make Change
Live Better
Repeat

What can YOU do to change the world?

Take action!
How can you use your power to create change?

The power to act lives within each of us. How will you use your power positively today? #SASATogether